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This text introduces students to two major forces shaping business decision mak-
ing in the global context: law and ethics. Most aspects of the business life cycle are
regulated to a substantial degree by governments and, therefore, are potential
conduits for legal liability. Accordingly, business managers typically have more
interaction with regulation, lawyers, and litigation than those outside of the busi-
ness world. A fundamental premise underlying this book is that greater awareness
of legal risk and opportunities in the global marketplace, a basic understanding of
how the law resolves disputes, and a general familiarity with the international legal
system will help business leaders anticipate and manage legal problems more
effectively. Knowledge of how judges, lawyers, and other professionals operating
within the legal system reason will enable managers to better understand the
significance of domestic and international legal developments as well as commu-
nicate more effectively with legal counsel and business partners.

Of course, law is not the only constraint on business managers. News outlets
are filled with examples of corporate and individual actions that, while perhaps
legal at the time, led to public humiliation and, in extreme cases, governmental
regulation. Thus, a study of legal reasoning is incomplete without coverage of
ethical decision making, especially comparative ethics, which is critical to an
informed manager doing business across jurisdictions and cultures. Hence, as
its title—Legal and Ethical Aspects of International Business—suggests, the book’s
coverage includes ethics in the global environment.

The text is divided into seven parts. Part One provides an overview of law
and legal reasoning. It also summarizes various theories of ethical decision making
and provides a practical framework for ethical reasoning, along with examining
the legal profession. The primary focus is on U.S. law, legal institutions, and the
legal profession, but Part One also highlights similarities and differences in other
nations, including Brazil, Russia, India, China, and the European Union. Part
Two surveys international law—the law of nations. It encompasses a discussion of
how international law is created as well as some of the predominant institutions
and processes for resolving international disputes. In particular, it introduces the
United Nations, the World Trade Organization, the European Union, and the
North American Free Trade Agreement. Part Three examines the realm of
private dispute resolution and the difficulties inherent in resolving disputes across
national borders. This part analyzes both litigation and arbitration, and considers
the topic of lawsuits against foreign nations with a special focus on the problem of
political violence. Part Four explores the issue of contracting in the domestic and
global environments. It begins with a refresher on U.S. contract law, followed by
an introduction to the Convention on the International Sale of Goods, and closes
with a discussion of international payment mechanisms and contracts for the
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carriage of goods. Part Five investigates U.S. rules governing import and export
transactions. It surveys U.S. domestic programs that provide relief from imported
goods. Part Six examines the agency and employment issues that arise when doing
business across borders, supplemented by a look at the special problem of employ-
ment discrimination. Part Seven begins by considering licensing and various
methods for protecting intellectual property. It concludes with a discussion of
legal constraints on unfair competition in the international environment.

Care has been taken to make this material approachable to students. Each
chapter begins with an overview, followed by a series of questions that apprise
students of the learning objectives for by considering the material. The many cases
and case illustrations have been selected to generate immediate interest and
enthusiasm. They are presented in an easy-to-read by considering, abbreviated
form that still enables readers to grasp the central legal and ethical complexities
confronting global business managers. ‘‘In Focus’’ and ‘‘Global Note’’ inserts have
also been included to provide readers with either deeper coverage of how the
particular content relates to various hot topics such as privacy, cyber security, and
sustainability, or a grounding in how a covered subject is treated differently
around the world. In addition, each chapter is supplemented by flowcharts, illus-
trations, and other graphics that visually illustrate the material and reinforce key
particular concepts. Ethical issues are presented both in an introductory chapter as
well as through ‘‘Ethics in Action’’ inserts appearing throughout the entire text.
Each chapter closes with questions and problem cases that provide readers with an
opportunity to test their knowledge of the material. Most importantly, this
material has been tested in classes populated by undergraduate and graduate
students as well as business executives, providing the authors with an opportunity
to refine and clarify the presentation.

After studying the materials in this book, students should be able to:

1. Read an international business case and quickly identify the legal risks and
opportunities arising from the event or decision.

2. Clearly and concisely describe and apply the basic principles of international
law that a court or arbitrator would use to resolve the legal issues arising in a
real case.

3. Formulate and explain effective strategies for avoiding or addressing the legal
problems implicated in each situation.

4. Recognize and describe the strengths and weaknesses of managerial strategies
in a given legal environment devised by their peers and competitors.

5. Understand and be able to apply various Western and global ethical traditions
across a range of business contexts.
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